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Description

With QGIS 3 on Windows via OSGeo4W and a PostGIS table with integer columns, the values are sometimes represented in a lossy

scientific/exponential notation.

For instance, an integer 15050072 viewed in QGIS 3's attribute table/identify window is displayed as 1.50501e+07, which has lost parts

of the integer value (i.e. it is lossy).

This same value from other software (psql, pgAdmin, Python, etc.) is always showwn in full, and never in exponential notation. Unlike

floating-point types, integers are lossless and deserve to be shown in full, often because they are IDs or something useful.

Fortunately, the Feature Attribute dialog shows the integer in full, so it can be viewed/modified. Unfortunately, the only way to copy this

attribute to the clipboard is to toggle editing ON, click Edit feature form, and copy there (hopefully without unintentionally editing the

attribute in the process!)

The obvious affected components are the attribute tables, and the identify window. Features like "copy cell content"/"copy attribute value"

are expected to copy the integer value too.

Associated revisions

Revision 054470f0 - 2018-03-28 10:20 PM - Nyall Dawson

Never show int/long attributes in scientific notation

Fixes #18508, #18302

Revision 1d102b29 - 2018-04-02 05:01 AM - Nyall Dawson

Never show int/long attributes in scientific notation

Fixes #18508, #18302

(cherry-picked from 054470f)

History

#1 - 2018-03-22 04:38 PM - Harrissou Santanna

- Status changed from Open to Feedback
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Hi

The first part of your message (relative to exponential values shown) is a duplicate of #18302

Mike Toews wrote:

The obvious affected components are the attribute tables, and the identify window. Features like "copy cell content"/"copy attribute value" are

expected to copy the integer value too.

They do not work as expected? Right-click on a field and select "copy cell content" does copy the content here. No need to toggle to editing.

#2 - 2018-03-22 11:17 PM - Mike Taves

I'll describe the behaviour of these components separately.

From the Identify Results window: Copy attribute value: 1.50501e+07 (lossy). Same behavior for Editing ON/OFF, as values cannot be modified in this

dialog.

From the Feature Form (accessed from the Identify Results), integer is correctly formatted in full in a spinBox widget on the default form.

    -  Editing OFF: spinBox is disabled, so selecting or right-clicking the widget has no effect, therefore it's content's cannot be copied. Only viewed.

    -  Editing ON: spinBox is enabled, so value can be selected/copied, but has risk of modifying value in the process.

From the Attribute Table, the value is shown as  1.50501e+07 (lossy), and here are some actions:

    -  Editing OFF:

        -  Copying feature row correctly copies full integer value, however this action copies geometry and other attributes as well.

        -  Right-clicking cell and choosing Copy cell content copies "1.50501e+07" to the clipboard.

    -  Editing ON:

        -  Copying feature row correctly copies full integer value, however this action copies geometry and other attributes as well.

        -  Clicking cell selects full integer value, so full value can be copied, but has risk of modifying value in the process.

#3 - 2018-03-24 08:49 AM - Harrissou Santanna

I generally agree with you that we should not have to toggle to editing a layer in order to be able to copy features values. This is prone to data corruption

and in some environment, not all users have edit capabilities on all the layers they work with.

Editing OFF: spinBox is disabled, so selecting or right-clicking the widget has no effect, therefore it's content's cannot be copied. Only viewed

I think this is worth a specific issue report: it should be allowed to copy values from widget in feature form. Could you check if it works with textbox? how it

works in 2.18? And would be nice to also check the other limitations you mention in your message with 2.18.

Editing OFF:    -  Copying feature row correctly copies full integer value, however this action copies geometry and other attributes as well.

    -  Right-clicking cell and choosing Copy cell content copies "1.50501e+07" to the clipboard

Again, a specific issue report: copying value from cell should copy the actual value and not the displayed one. How does selecting the cell and doing

Ctrl+C/Ctrl+V behave?

My idea with new issue reports is to have each report refering to a single issue then easier for devs to understand and pick it according to their area of

interest or skills. (You can however reference this discussion in the report).

#4 - 2018-03-28 10:20 PM - Nyall Dawson

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

- Status changed from Feedback to Closed
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Applied in changeset commit:qgis|054470f032b5fe14e30d1c4c75931a4abbbdae2a.
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